
Concrete  Go ing the Ex t ra  Mi les  for  You

Superior

Meeting the standards is just not good enough; 
We want to Go that Extra Mile for You

SuperpumpCreteTM, engineered with unique formula and featured with super 
workability retention - distant pumping is no longer a problem. 

* Please consult us to tailor‐made the mix design to suit with your particular requirements.
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Address: 1901A, 19/F, One Harbourfront, 18 Tak Fung Street, Hung Hom, Kowloon      

Email: enquiry@concrete.hk      Tel: +852 2862 2200      Fax: +852 2529 1035

ConcreteAnderson
ENVIABLE REPUTATION; FULL CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

Anderson Concrete is the largest producer of ready-

mixed concrete in Hong Kong. With our long established 

company history, strong partnership with our 

shareholders & suppliers and close working relationship 

with our customers, we served the largest and most 

complex construction projects and crafted numerous 

project legacies in Hong Kong.

We own a network of strategically located concrete plants 

and operate the largest fleet of eight cubic meter mixer 

trucks which offer you the strongest production capacity 

and competitive edges in logistics and concreting time 

control that assure you smooth concrete supply to meet 

your concrete needs.

Being the pioneer of ready-mixed concrete in Hong 

Kong, we continue striving for new ideas, materials and 

technology to cater for the ever changing construction market 

and challenging projects. In addition to the standard concrete 

products, we offer a wide range of premium concrete products 

to meet the specific requirements of our customers. 

For more than 40 years, we have been working with the local 

construction industry to build Hong Kong.  SuperpumpCreteTM 

is another specialty product proudly presented by Anderson 

Concrete to meet the increasingly stringent construction 

requirements.  With each load of SuperpumpCreteTM, we deliver 

good quality and top service to ensure your satisfaction.  We 

value your business; therefore we make sure that you get value 

from your business with us.

 

We offer comprehensive range of specially formulated products. 

To meet your specific needs, simply call our experts to discuss 

and evaluate your project need and we will offer our solutions.

RUN FURTHER

友盟

SUPERPUMPCRETETM



Anderson Concrete understands the need for the ever 

changing project demands. Therefore, not only do 

we tailor our concrete product to suit your project 

specifications, we are dedicated to go that extra mile 

for you, providing you with a working partner. Here 

at Anderson, we are introducing yet another exciting 

Concrete Product- SuperpumpCreteTM. 

SUPERPUMPCRETETM

GOOD REASONS 

engineered with unique formula 
and featured with super workability 
retention - distant pumping is no 
longer a problem.

SUPERPUMPCRETETM

SuperpumpCreteTM - a product with a unique 

formula that can withstand miles-long horizontal 

pumping distance; the product’s cement mix, 

designed for high workability not only achieves 

a generous retention time but more importantly, 

gives it a long flow and maintains a reasonable 

setting time to suit your project working cycle.

Saving more time and manpower, 

SuperpumpCreteTM runs further beyond 

your imagination, delivering itself to places 

previously inaccessible by workers and 

concrete trucks. Combining superior mix 

design and quality comfort, SuperpumpCreteTM 

is no longer just a concrete product; it is your 
solution, your working partner.

FOR YOUR PROJECTS

Excellent Long 
Pumpability 

SuperpumpCreteTM is capable of horizontal pumping distance of 
up to 2.4‐km prior to 80m-120m vertical pumping *

* Please consult us to tailor‐made the mix design to suit with your particular requirements

Less Machinery 
As SuperpumpCreteTM travels longer, it 
requires less interim pumping  machinery

Reaching Remote and
Confined Location
With enhanced pumpability, 
SuperpumpCreteTM can be poured and 
reached the unreachable land

Early Strength Development 
Tailor-made mix design make early 
strength of concrete achievable that allow 
early stripping or de-modeling of formwork 
to shorten the casting program

Enhance Concrete Durability 
The durability mix design of 
SuperpumpCreteTM can challenge the 
severe exposure environment.

Low Heat of Hydration
High percentage of secondary 
cementitious materials is incorporated 
in the mix design, effectively control the 
peak temperature of concrete

Extended High Workability 
Retention
Adjustable retention time (from 2-5 hours), 
ideal for long distance pumping

SUPERPUMPCRETETM

友盟

TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION

2000MUP TO *

SKYSCRAPERS
CONSTRUCTION

Long‐distance pumping is subject to pumping facilities and actual site condition.
Please consult us to tailor‐made the mix design to suit with your particular requirements.

*

400M
UP TO

*
IN ONE SHOT

Reduce Manpower
SuperpumpCreteTM offers innovative 
solution to save the cost of manpower 
and machinery than traditional methods 
of placing concrete

8
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